Mitochondrial endonuclease activity in the rat varies markedly among tissues in relation to the rate of tissue metabolism.
Rat heart mitochondria contain a potent endonuclease activity that closely resembles the endonuclease of bovine and human heart mitochondria, and shows a striking preference for an evolutionarily conserved sequence that resides just upstream from the heavy (H)-strand origin of DNA replication (Ori H), (Low, R.L. et al. (1988) Nucleic Acids Res. 16, 6427-6425). This study reports that while the site-directed endonuclease is evident in the mt fractions of several rat organs, the levels of activity among them varies in an unexpected and marked fashion. There is nearly 200-times more of this endonuclease activity per mg of mt protein in the heart than in the liver (or spleen). Levels intermediate to those in heart and liver are found in the kidney and brain. The large variations in endonuclease activity do not correlate with reported rates of mtDNA turnover among tissues and are in contrast to the much smaller variations in levels of mtDNA and DNA polymerase-gamma activity. However, there may be some relationship between the amount of the endonuclease and the rate of oxidative phosphorylation.